Clare Bullock

Pauline Burbidge

Fibre and fabric fused together using
the traditional method of wet
feltmaking. Combining print, inks &
book structures

Drawing directly onto fabric and
making rubbings; talking about how
drawing fits into her finished textile
work.

Sarah Burgess

Amanda Clayton

Working with mono-print on paper
and fabric, and investigating the
drawn mark & text.

Informed by fragile forms Amanda will
be exploring qualities of cloth and subtle
variation of surface using hand stitch,
construction and piecing

Sue Dove

Alice Fox

Creating mixed media sketchbooks with
colour and stitch leading to distinctive
hand-stitched pieces

Natural fibres with natural dye processes, print, stitch and weaving.
Mark-making & layering

Janet Gilbert

Amanda Hislop

Experimenting with mixed media on cloth
and paper with print and mark making
techniques to build up layers for stitching,
cutting, reconstructing, reworking

Drawn and painted marks, combined
with the tactile qualities of thread,
paper and fabric, inspired by the
landscape and natural forms.

Lizzie Houghton

Alison Hulme

Working with hand-dyed silk fibres and
fabrics inspired by the sea and countryside of her surroundings in Cornwall,
and creating stunning‘Wearable Art’

Creating unique fabrics using screen
printing, gelplate printing & monoprinting techniques.

Debbie Lyddon

Jenny O’Leary

Using materials collected from the
environment and other ‘non-traditional’
materials to make small objects that
evoke a sense of place.

Using traditional technique of batik (hot
wax resist) in combination with coloured
tissue paper, bleach and inks, exploring
a variety of ways to create exciting and
experimental effects.

Julia Triston
Stitching and collaging scraps of her
favourite raw materials – lace, denim,
underwear, household linen – into
‘fractured fragments’.

These artists will be using their time on the
Artists in Action stand to show you how
they develop their work.
Please refer to the Timetable to discover
when each artist will be appearing.

